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Husband's Secret, The*
Moriarty, Liane

Deliverance of Evil, The*
Costantini, Roberto

What would you do?
If your partner announced he was in love with your
best friend.

On 11 July 1982, Elisa Sordi was beautiful.
Commissario Michele Balistreri was fearless. Italy
was victorious.
A killer was waiting . . .

What would you do?
If your child was taken from you and you never knew
why.

On 9 July 2006, with Sordi’s case twenty-four years
cold, and Balistreri haunted by guilt and regret,
Italian victory returned.

What would you do?

And so did Sordi’s killer . . .

If you discovered your husband had a secret so dark
it could destroy your family.

But this time Michele Balistreri would be ready. This
time he would fear no evil.

What would you do – for love, for revenge, for your
sanity, for your children …?
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781742612010

$32.99

Hit, The*
Baldacci, David

Quercus • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9780857389305

$29.99

Man Without Breath, A*
Kerr, Philip

The next novel from the number one international
bestselling author featuring freelance hitman, Will
Robie, who was introduced in 'The Innocent'.

It is winter, 1943. Bernie Gunther has left the
Criminal Police and is working for the German War
Crimes Bureau based in Berlin. Reports have been
circulating of a mass grave hidden in a wood near
Smolensk. The grave’s whereabouts are uncertain
until, deep in the Katyn Forest, a wolf digs up some
human remains. Rumour has it that the grave is full
of Polish officers murdered by the Russians – a war
crime that is perfect propaganda for Germany. But
supposing the bodies are those of many thousand
Jews killed by the SS?
There’s a right and a wrong mass grave and it
needs a detective of subtle skill to find out which it
is. Call Bernie Gunther . . .

Macmillan • TPB • Thriller & Suspense

9781447229902

$29.99

This Red Earth*
Kelly, Kim

9781780876252

$29.99

View on the Way Down, The
Wait, Rebecca

November 1939, another war in Europe. Bernie
Cooper knows Gordon Brock is going to ask her to
marry him – any second now. He’s a good catch by
anyone’s standards. And she’s going to say no. The
harsh realities of this Second World War have other
plans for Bernie, though, and when her father is
enlisted and the news that Gordon is to be shipped
off to New Guinea comes through, begins to see
how much Gordon really means to her. But has this
realisation come too late for them both? While
Gordon braces for the inevitable invasion of New
Guinea, Bernie throws herself into the battle being
fought on home soil – against the worst drought in
living memory, against the menace of an unseen
enemy, and against the unspeakable torment of not
knowing if those dear to her are alive or dead.
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781742612027

Quercus • TPB • Crime & Mystery

$27.99

It is the story of Emma’s two brothers –
the one who died five years ago
and the one who left home on the day of the funeral
and has not returned since.
It is the story of her parents who have been keeping the truth from Emma, and
each other.
It is a story you will want to talk about, and one you
will never forget.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447229841

$27.99

Taking Eve*
Johansen, Iris

All That Is
Salter, James

Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan’s mission is to bring
closure to the families whose loved ones have
vanished. She knows their anguish - her own
beloved daughter, Bonnie, was taken from her when
Bonnie was just seven years old. It is only recently
that this mystery was resolved and Eve could begin
her journey to peace. Now, Jim Doane wants the
same kind of answers that Eve always longed for.
His twenty-five-year old son is missing, and he has
only partial skull fragments as evidence. But he
cannot go to the police for answers without risking
his own secret agendas, so instead he chooses a
bold step to find the truth - a truth that takes Eve
down a twisted path of madness and evil. Doane
needs Eve Duncan’s skill and he’ll do anything to
get it. Even if it means 'taking Eve'.
Macmillan Australia • TPB • Thriller & Suspense

9781742612034

$27.99

Ashford Affair, The
Willig, Lauren

From his experiences as a naval officer in battles off
Okinawa during World War II, Philip Bowman
returns to America and finds a position as a book
editor. He soon inhabits a world where marriages
fail as affairs ignite, alcohol reigns, writers struggle,
and publishers hustle. It is a world in which to
immerse himself, a world of intimate connections
and surprising triumphs. But the deal that Philip
cannot seem to close is love: one marriage goes
bad; another fails to happen; and, finally, he meets a
woman who enthrals, then betrays him, setting him
on a course he could never have imagined for
himself. Written with Salter's signature economy of
prose, 'All That Is' fiercely, fluidly explores a life
unfolding in a world on the brink of change.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447238263

$29.99

Knight's Mistress*
Gibbs, C. C.

As a lawyer in a large Manhattan firm, just shy of
making partner, Clementine Evans has finally
achieved almost everything she’s been working
towards - but now she’s not sure it’s enough. Her
long hours have led to a broken engagement and,
suddenly single at thirty-four, she feels her messy
life crumbling around her. But when the family
gathers for her grandmother Addie’s ninety-ninth
birthday, a relative lets slip hints about a long-buried
family secret, leading Clemmie on a journey into the
past that could change everything.
From the inner circles of British society to the
skyscrapers of Manhattan and the red-dirt hills of
Kenya, the never-told secrets of a woman and a
family unfurl.

Katherine Hart is thrilled to be recruited by Knight
Enterprises, the most prestigious venture-capital
company in the world. That is, until she makes the
acquaintance of the company’s infamous CEO,
Dominic Knight.
At thirty-two, Dominic is a self-made billionaire with
a fearsome ambition and a temper to match. He is
also impossibly attractive and dangerously charming
when he wants to be. To Kate, Dominic seems like
the perfect predator, and she resolves to be
cautious despite the obvious chemistry between
them, telling herself she can always leave if Dominic
grows too demanding. What she doesn’t know is
that the decision isn’t hers to make…
*Available late December

St Martin's Press • TPB • Sagas

9781250038937

Quercus • P/B (B) • Romance

$24.99

Halo: Silentium
Bear, Greg

Tor UK • TPB • Science Fiction

The North Star Bakery has been in Hope’s family for
generations, the secret recipes passed down from
mother to daughter. But at thirty-six and recently
divorced, with rebellious daughter Annie and elderly
grandmother Rose to care for, Hope is less than
enthusiastic about carrying on the family legacy.
When the bakery runs into financial trouble and
Rose takes a turn for the worse, Hope’s delicate
balancing act is in danger of crumbling entirely.
Then Rose reveals a shocking truth about her past
and everything Hope thought she knew about her
family and the bakery is turned upside down. At her
grandmother’s request, Hope travels to Paris, armed
only with a mysterious list of names. What she
uncovers there could be the key to saving the
bakery and the fulfilment of a star-crossed romance,
seventy years in the making.
Quercus • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$27.99

Isle of the Dead
Connor, Alex

9781780878416

$19.99

Great North Road
Hamilton, Peter F.

In 15th century Venice it is a dangerous time to be
alive. A permanent winter has rolled in over the
canals and bodies keep washing up on the banks of
the city. These bodies are especially hard to identify,
since they have been skinned.
In the present day, a famous portrait by Titian has
been discovered. Its subject: the 15th century
suspected murderer Angelico Vespucci. The skins
of Vespucci’s victims were never found, so his guilt
was never proven. Although it is rumoured that
when the portrait arises, so will the man. And when
flayed bodies start turning up all over the world, it
looks like this is more than just a superstition. A
murderer has been called back to life, and he is
hungry for revenge.
Quercus • TPB • Thriller & Suspense

9781780877358

$19.99

Sweetness of Forgetting, The
Harmel, Kristin

In the first Forerunner novel, rebellious young
Forerunner Bornstellar Makes Eternal Lasting
crosses the paths of two humans, and the long-life
line of a great military leader. . . forever changing
Bornstellar’s destiny. . . and the fate of the entire
galaxy. In the second, those two humans - Chakas
and Riser - are captured by the Master Builder,
misplaced during a furious battle in space, and find
themselves on an inverted world where horizons
rise into the sky, and where humans of all kinds are
trapped in a perilous cycle of horror and neglect.
Now, the third book in this ground-breaking trilogy
will reveal the ultimate purpose of this ancient
game, challenging everything we thought we knew
about the Forerunners.

9780230758322

9781782062912

$29.99

When attending a Newcastle murder scene,
Detective Sidney Hurst finds a dead North family
clone. Yet none have been reported missing. And in
2122, twenty years ago, a North clone billionaire
was horrifically murdered in the same manner on
the tropical planet of St Libra. So, if the murderer is
still at large, was Angela Tramelo wrongly
convicted? She never wavered under interrogation,
claiming she alone survived an alien attack.
Investigating this potential alien threat now becomes
the Human Defence Agency’s top priority. St Libran
bio-fuel is the lifeblood of Earth’s economy and must
be secured. A vast expedition is mounted via the
Newcastle gateway, and experts are dispatched to
the planet – with Angela Tramelo, grudgingly
released from prison.
Pan • P/B (B) • Science Fiction

9780330521772

$17.99

Zero Point
Asher, Neal

Promise, The
Weisgarber, Ann

Earth’s Zero Asset citizens no longer face
extermination. Thanks to Alan Saul, the
Committee’s despotic network is in ruins and its
robotic enforcers lie dormant. But the ruthless
Serene Galahad sees an opportunity to grab power.
On Mars, Var Delex fights for Antares Base’s
survival, while the Argus Space Station hurtles
towards the red planet. And Var knows whomever,
or whatever, trashed Earth is still aboard. She must
not only save the base, but deal with the first signs
of rebellion. And aboard Argus Station, Alan Saul’s
mind has expanded into the local computer network.
In the process, he uncovers the ghastly experiments
of the Humanoid Unit Development, the possibility
of eternal life, and a madman who may hold the
keys to interstellar flight.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Science Fiction

9780330524520

$19.99

Tell the Wolves I'm Home
Rifka Brunt, Carol

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$17.99

Dare Me
Abbott, Megan

"Beth and me wedged tight, jeaned legs pressed
against each other. The sound of our own breathing.
Before we all stopped believing a tornado, or
anything, could touch us, ever."
Addy Hanlon and Beth Cassidy are tough,
inseparable, invincible. No pair more charismatic or
sophisticated. No pair more dangerous.

Picador • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Fallen Masters
Edward, John

$27.99

The Demi-Monde is a computer-simulated training
ground for soldiers. Populated by history's most
notorious leaders, it is truly a Cyber-Hell. Ella
Thomas was sent there to rescue Norma, the
president's daughter, but it has all gone horribly
wrong, and now Norma herself must lead the
resistance.
But first she must come to terms with the knowledge
that those she thought were her friends are now her
enemies. To triumph she must be more than she
ever believed she could be... or perish, in both
worlds.

Jo Fletcher Books • P/B (B) • Science Fiction

9781849165044

$19.99

1635, Aberdeen. A girl lies dead in a frozen garden.
A young man goes missing after a drunken brawl. A
sinister cloaked figure watches from the shadows.
The missing student, son of a Highland chief, is in
Alexander Seaton’s class. When the young man’s
companion turns up bruised and bloodied, suspicion
mounts that he has murdered his friend. But
Alexander is convinced that there’s another
explanation.
Drawn ever deeper into the mystery, Alexander
realises that the man in the shadows is known to
him and that the strange events in the town are
linked to his own past.

Quercus • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781849163187

$27.99

Witch of Little Italy, The
Palmieri, Suzanne

In the near future, signs and portents have begun to
appear that point to a rushing cataclysm. Both
political and religious world leaders see the patterns,
and the scientific community confirm evidence of
what they call “a dark matter” that is expanding into
our universe, threatening the very fabric of our
world.
But it will not be governments or religions upon
whose actions the fate of the world rests. Rather it
will be up to a small diverse group of men and
women who will have to decide to use their free will
to aid in the last great cosmic battle between good
and evil as these apocalyptic forces clash - both
here on Earth and on the Other Side.

Tor Books • H/B • Thriller & Suspense

9780765332714

9780230768987

Devil's Recruit, The
Maclean, S. G.

From the bestselling author of 'The End of
Everything', a searing new novel about the dark
heart of adolescence.

9780330518345

Mantle • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Demi-Monde, The: Spring
Rees, Rod

There's only one person who has ever truly
understood fourteen-year-old June Elbus, and that's
her uncle, the renowned painter, Finn Weiss. Shy at
school and distant from her once inseparable older
sister, June can only be herself in Finn's company;
he is her godfather, confidant, and best friend. So
when he dies far too young of a mysterious illness
that June’s mother can barely bring herself to
discuss, June's world is turned upside down. At the
funeral, she notices a strange man lingering just
beyond the crowd, and a few days later, June
receives a package in the mail. Inside is a beautiful
teapot she recognizes from Finn's apartment, and a
note from Toby, the stranger, asking for an
opportunity to meet.

9781447202141

1900. Young pianist Catherine Wainwright flees the
fashionable town of Dayton, Ohio in the wake of a
terrible scandal. Heartbroken and facing destitution,
she finds herself striking up correspondence with a
childhood admirer, the recently widowed Oscar
Williams. In desperation she agrees to marry him.
But when Catherine travels to Oscar's farm on
Galveston island, Texas - a thousand miles from
home - she finds she is little prepared for the life that
awaits her. The island is remote, the weather
sweltering, and Oscar's little boy Andre is grieving
hard for his lost mother. And though Oscar tries to
please his new wife, the secrets of the past sit
uncomfortably between them.

$29.99

In Suzanne Palmieri’s charming debut, 'The Witch
of Little Italy', you will be bewitched by the Amore
women. When young Eleanor Amore finds herself
pregnant, she returns home to her estranged family
in the Bronx, called by “The Sight” they share now
growing strong within her. She has only been back
once before when she was ten years old during a
wonder-filled summer of sun-drenched beaches,
laughter and cartwheels. But everyone remembers
that summer except her. Eleanor can’t remember
anything from before she left the house on her last
day there. With her past now coming back to her in
flashes, she becomes obsessed with recapturing
those memories. Aided by her childhood
sweetheart, she learns the secrets still haunting her
magical family, secrets buried so deep they no
longer know how they began.
Griffin • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781250015518

$19.99

Ingredients of Love, The
Barreau, Nicolas

Air War, The
Tchaikovsky, Adrian

The day begins like any other Saturday for beautiful
Parisian restaurateur Aurélie Bredin, until she wakes
up to find her apartment empty – her boyfriend gone
off with another woman. Heartbroken, Aurélie walks
the streets of Paris in the rain, finally seeking refuge
in a little bookshop in the Île Saint-Louis, where
she’s drawn to a novel titled 'The Smiles of Women'
by obscure English author Robert Miller. She buys it
and takes it home, but when she begins to read
she’s astonished: 'The Smiles of Women' can’t
possibly be about her restaurant, about her. Except,
it is. Flattered and curious to know more, Aurélie
attempts to get in touch with the reclusive Mr Miller,
but it proves to be a daunting task.

All is in turmoil as the world moves towards war. In
Solarno, the spies watch each other and ready their
knives, while Myna sees the troops muster at its
border and emotions run high as it vows never to be
enslaved again. In Collegium, the students argue
politics, too late to turn the tide.
In the heart of the Empire, new pilots have
completed their secretive training, generals are
being recalled to service and armies are ready to
march. Their Empress, the heir to two worlds,
intends to claim her birthright. And nothing – either
within the Empire or beyond it – will stand in her
way.
A conflict is coming, the like of which the insectkinden have never seen.

Quercus • P/B (A) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781848662469

$19.99

Antenatal Group, The
Bratley, Amy

Katy, a rich and successful professional woman with
the dream husband, has her birth designed to
perfection but soon realises that nature doesn’t
always follow plans. Lexi, loud and confident, is
doing pregnancy alone, and coping well. Until the
only man she has ever loved makes a
reappearance at the most unexpected moment.
Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Mermaid of Brooklyn, The
Shearn, Amy

And then, one summer evening, her husband Harry
goes out to buy cigarettes and doesn’t return. Jenny
is contemplating ending it all, but when she falls off
the Brooklyn bridge and into the East River, she
finds a surprising ally - a mermaid - and a magical
way of dealing with her problems. Once Jenny starts
to get her life back in order, will there be any room
for a man - or for that matter, a mermaid?
Pan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

Bloodline Feud, The
Stross, Charles

The thrilling follow-up to 'Scholar' - in which, after
discovering a coup attempt and preventing a bloody
civil war, Quaeryt was appointed princeps of Tilbor begins a new episode in the young Imager's life.
Now second only to the governor, and still hiding his
powers as an Imager, Quaeryt is enjoying his new
position, as well as his marriage to Lord Bhayar’s
youngest sister, Vaelora, when a volcanic eruption
devastates the old capital of Telaryn. He and his
wife are dispatched to Extela, Telaryn’s capitol city,
to replace the governor killed in the eruption.
Quaeryt and Vaelora must restore order to a city
filled with chaos and corruption, and do so quickly.
The regiment under his command must soon depart
to bolster Telaryn’s border defenses against a
neighboring ruler who sees the volcanic devastation
as an opportunity for invasion and conquest.
Tor Books • P/B (A) • Fantasy

9780765368379

$12.99

DS Aector McAvoy is a man with a troubled past.
His unwavering belief in justice has made him an
outsider in the police force he serves. When three
seemingly unconnected people are brutally
murdered in the weeks before Christmas, the police
must work quickly to stop more deaths. It is only
McAvoy who can see the connection between the
victims. A killer is playing God – and McAvoy must
find a way to stop the deadly game.

Quercus • P/B (B) • Crime & Mystery

9780857389213

$19.99

Flight, The
Hall, M. R.

'The Family Trade' and 'The Hidden Family' - The
first two installments of the "Merchant Princes"
series combined in one volume.
Miriam Beckstein is a successful reporter for a hitech magazine. So when she discovers a huge
money-laundering scam, she thinks she’s hit the big
time. But when she takes it to her editor, she's not
only fired, but receives death threats. That’s just the
beginning. To distract her furious daughter, Miriam’s
adopted mother unearths mementos from her real
mother, murdered when she was an infant. But
these reveal a secret that will ultimately throw
governments into disarray.

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Science Fiction

9780230771734

$17.99

Dark Winter
Mark, David

Jenny Lipkin, former professional woman and
current stressed-out mother of two, is struggling.
With a history of depression, she is adjusting to life
as just another mother, drinking coffee in the
playground and complaining about breastfeeding,
sleepless nights and how to get the buggy on the
subway.

9781447230755

9780330541329
Princeps
Modesitt, Jr., L. E.

Seven months pregnant, Mel is dumped by her
partner and left stranded outside her first antenatal
class. And so the expectant mother believes that
she is about to face parenthood alone. Instead, Mel
finds herself introduced to the world of pain relief
and labour positions with a group of women who
quickly become valuable friends in the terrifying new
world of motherhood . . .

9781447218388

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Science Fiction

$19.99

When Flight 189 plunges into the Severn Estuary,
Coroner Jenny Cooper finds herself handling the
case of a lone sailor whose boat appears to have
been sunk by the stricken plane, and drawn into the
mysterious fate of a ten year-old girl, Amy Patterson,
a passenger on 189, whose largely unmarked body
is washed up alongside his. While a massive and
highly secretive operation is launched to recover
clues from the wreckage, Jenny begins to ask
questions the official investigation doesn’t want
answered. How could such a high tech plane –
virtually impregnable against human error – fail?
What linked the high powered passengers who
found themselves on this ill-fated flight? And how
did Amy Patterson survive the crash, only to perish
hours later?
Pan • P/B (B) • Crime & Mystery

9780330526616

$19.99

Pacific Heights
Harper, Paul

Not A Penny More, Not A Penny Less
Archer, Jeffrey

Pacific Heights, San Francisco
A serial seducer is targeting wealthy, vulnerable
women.
He’s winning their hearts. He’s winning their minds.
And soon, unless someone can stop him, he’ll be
taking their lives.

One million dollars - that's what Harvey Metcalfe,
lifelong king of shady deals, has pulled off with
empty promises of an oil bonanza and instant
riches. Overnight, four men - the heir to an earldom,
a Harley Street doctor, a Bond Street art dealer and
an Oxford don - find themselves penniless. But this
time Harvey has swindled the wrong men. They
band together and shadow him from the casinos of
Monte Carlo to the high-stakes windows at Ascot
and the hallowed lawns of Oxford.
Their plan is simple: to sting the crook for exactly
what they lost - not a penny more, not a penny less.
*Available December

Quercus • P/B (B) • Thriller & Suspense

9780857382801

$19.99

Dark Valley, The
Varesi, Valerio

9781447218227

$17.99

Matter of Honour, A
Archer, Jeffrey

Commissario Soneri returns home for a hard-earned
autumn holiday, hoping to spend a few days
mushroom picking on the slopes of Montelupo. This
isolated village relies on the salame factory founded
in the post-war years by Palmiro Rodolfi, and now
run by his son, Paride.
On arrival, Soneri is greeted by anxious rumours
about the factory’s solvency and the younger
Rodolfi’s whereabouts. Not long afterwards, a
decomposing body is found in the woods. In the
shadow of Montelupo, carabinieri prepare to
apprehend their chief suspect – an ageing
woodsman who defended the same mountains from
S.S. commandos during the war.

Maclehose Press • P/B (B) • Crime & Mystery

9781906694357

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Only Time Will Tell
Archer, Jeffrey

He should never have opened the envelope . . .
Adam Scott listens to the reading of his father's will,
aware that the contents can only be meagre. The
Colonel, after all, had nothing to leave - except a
letter he had never opened himself, a letter that can
only bring further disgrace to the family name.
Against his mother's advice, Adam opens the letter,
and immediately realizes his life can never be the
same again. The contents leave him with no choice
but to follow a course his father would have
described as a matter of honour.
*Available December

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447221821

$17.99

Eleventh Commandment, The
Archer, Jeffrey

The epic tale of Harry Clifton’s life begins in 1919, in
the backstreets of Bristol. His father was a war hero,
but it will be twenty-one tumultuous years before
Harry discovers the truth about how his father really
died and if, in fact, he even was his father.
'Only Time Will Tell' takes a cast of memorable
characters from the ravages of the Great War to the
outbreak of the Second World War, when Harry
must decide whether to take his place at Oxford, or
join the fight against Hitler’s Germany.

Connor Fitzgerald is the professional's professional.
Holder of the Medal of Honour. Devoted family man.
The CIA's most deadly weapon. But for twenty-eight
years, he has been leading a double life. And only
days from his retirement, he comes across an
enemy even he cannot handle. The enemy is his
own boss. And she has only one purpose: to destroy
him. Meanwhile, the United States is faced with an
equally formidable foe: a new Russian President,
determined to force a military confrontation between
the two superpowers.

*Available December

*Available December

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9780330517980

$17.99

As The Crow Flies
Archer, Jeffrey

9780330419079

$17.99

Honour Among Thieves
Archer, Jeffrey

Charlie Trumper's earliest memory is of hearing his
grandfather's sales patter from behind his
costermonger's barrow. When Grandpa Charlie
dies, young Charlie wants nothing more than to
follow in his footsteps - his burning ambition is to
own a shop that will sell everything: 'The Biggest
Barrow in the World'.
Charlie's progress from the teeming streets of
Whitechapel to the elegance of Chelsea Terrace is
only a few miles as the crow flies. But in Jeffrey
Archer's expert hands it becomes an epic journey
through the triumphs and disasters of the century,
as Charlie follows a thread of love, ambition and
revenge to fulfil the dream his grandfather inspired.

Who would pay a billion dollars to humiliate
America?
The time, 1993. The place, Washington DC. Of the
adversaries in the Gulf War, the sole survivor is
Saddam Hussein. And Saddam is planning a
revenge so diabolical that the United States will be
left with no choice but to retaliate...
*Available December

*Available December
Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9780330518697

$17.99

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9780330518895

$17.99

First Among Equals
Archer, Jeffrey

Non-Born King, The
May, Julian

Playing for the highest stakes of all . . .
In the 1960s, four ambitious new MPs take their
seats at Westminster. Over three decades they
share the turbulent passions and upheavals of the
race for power with their wives and families, men
and women caught up in a dramatic game for the
highest stakes of all. But only one man can gain the
ultimate goal - the office of Prime Minister . . .

Following an immense cataclysm, Tanu civilization
is in ruins. Now the humans who passed through the
gate to prehistoric Earth can finally seek power.
Aiken Drum names himself King, but faces great
opposition. The Firvulag are hellbent on wiping out
every group but their own. Felice Landry, possibly
the most powerful psychic humanity will know,
hasn’t finished wreaking havoc. Then another
faction emerges.
A group of metapsychic human rebels have been in
hiding on another continent. Until their leader, Marc
Remillard, decides to take advantage of the new
regime. But the group’s children, who came of age
far from the Galactic Milieu, just want to return to the
22nd Century.

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447221814

$17.99

Sons of Fortune
Archer, Jeffrey

During the years that follow, the two brothers grow
up unaware of each other's existence. Nat leaves
college at the University of Connecticut to serve in
Vietnam. He returns a war hero, he finishes school
and becomes a successful banker. Fletcher,
meanwhile, has graduated from Yale University and
distinguishes himself as a criminal defence lawyer
before he is elected to the Senate.

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$17.99

Many-Coloured Land, The
May, Julian

For the group will enter the battleground of two
warring alien races, exiled from a distant planet. And
these races not only have potent mind powers, but
seek to exploit and enslave humans for their own
needs. The travellers are about to discover that their
unspoilt paradise is far from Eden.

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

The Pliocene Epoch's exiled races are caught in a
violent struggle for ascendancy. The humans who
escaped to the Galactic Milieu are now beset on all
sides, as they seek a foothold in this turbulent land.
Aiken Drum, now King, has many enemies, but the
Firvulag seem set to move first to initiate their longprophesied Nightfall War. And although recent
confrontations have weakened Aiken, any sign of
frailty will bring down his kingdom.
The powerful Elizabeth Orme supports King Aiken,
and his enlightened despotism is preferable to Marc
Remillard's cruel ambition. But these conflicts will be
overshadowed if a time-gate is opened back to the
22nd century, something Marc can never permit.

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

9781447223931

$19.99

Earth stands on the brink of acceptance into the
Galactic Milieu, a benevolent political and telepathic
alliance of alien races. But some are wary, as their
new supervisors have introduced stringent new
laws. Leading humanity is the powerful Remillard
family, but a ruthless entity known only as the Fury
has its own agenda for the Galactic Milieu. It starts
to murder those with metapsychic talents, triggering
a chaos that could delay Earth's inclusion.
At this delicate juncture, Teresa, wife of clan leader
Paul Remillard, conceives a child who could
represent humanity's future. But Jack's birth is illegal
under Milieu law and she will need the formidable
mental abilities of Uncle Rogi and Jack's older
brother Marc to cover her tracks.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

$19.99

Golden Torc, The
May, Julian

9781447224051

$19.99

Diamond Mask
May, Julian

A small group journeyed through a time-gate into
Europe's prehistoric past. Yet this supposedly
unspoilt sanctuary holds two alien races locked in
combat. In a world where the human-like Tanu have
the upper hand, Elizabeth Orme soon encounters
trouble. When they find she possesses rare mind
powers, they want her for their own. She won’t be
used as a pawn in a Tanu versus Firvulag war, but
Aiken Drum can’t wait to get involved.
Aiken discovers the Tanu’s mind-enhancing torcs
have given him his own powerful abilities. And it’s
not long before he devises a plan to challenge the
Tanu’s leader – for rule of the Many-Coloured Land
itself. But another faction seeks the slaughter of all
humans, and he stands in their path.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

9781447223887

$19.99

Jack the Bodiless
May, Julian

In the 22nd Century, a group of misfits and
mavericks are preparing to leave behind everything
they have known. Advanced technology has created
a one-way time portal to Earth’s Pliocene Era – six
million years ago. Those seeking a better life are
drawn to the promise of a simple utopia, far from the
civilised Galactic Mileu. But no one could have
predicted the dangers on the other side.

9781447223863

9781447223924
Adversary, The
May, Julian

In the late 1940s in Hartford, Connecticut a set of
twins is parted at birth. Nat Cartwright goes home
with his parents, a schoolteacher and an insurance
salesman. But his twin brother is to begin his days
as Fletcher Andrew Davenport, the only son of a
multi-millionaire and his society wife.

9781447221838

Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

Earth is finally part of the Galactic Milieu. But the
next step is to achieve Unity with other galactic
races. To attain this higher state, we must gather
sufficient numbers of the metapsychically talented.
However, a rebel group want to keep Earth forever
separate. And their covert supporter is Fury, an
unstable metapsychic entity with its own ruthless
plans for humanity. Fury's greatest threat now is
Jack the Bodiless, whose power it craves. But Jack
won't be used.
So the entity turns to Dorothea Macdonald, a young
woman who's been hiding her great powers from the
Milieu's best mind-readers. Yet she can't keep them
from Fury - or Jack. She rejects their advances,
suspicious of megalomaniacal dreams and galactic
politics.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

$19.99

9781447224068

$19.99

Magnificat
May, Julian

Tulip Girl, The
Dickinson, Margaret

Colonies are thriving, Earth is peaceful, and as
more metapsychics are born, the goal of mental
Unity with the Milieu seems close. But a rebel group
want Earth to remain separate, led by a man
obsessed with human superiority. This is Marc
Remillard, unknowingly influenced by Fury who is
now unveiled and on the run. Marc's goal is nothing
less than the elevation of human metapsychics
above all others, through artificial enhancement of
mental faculties. His methods are unpalatable; his
goal horrific. So Marc and his co-conspirators
continue their work in secret. Only the very Unity he
fears can derail Marc's plans. And only his brother
Jack the Bodiless, and the young woman known as
Diamond Mask can attempt the impossible: destroy
Marc, Unify humanity and allow the golden age of
the Galactic Milieu to begin.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

9781447224075

$19.99

For 60,000 years, the worlds of the Galactic Milieu
have observed Earth, waiting for humanity to evolve
sufficiently to join them. Now, humanity is almost
ready for Intervention. Across the world, children
with unusual mental powers are being born, known
as operants. One such is Rogi Remillard, humble
book dealer. Helped by an entity he labels the family
ghost, Rogi will inadvertently steer his family – and
so all mankind – into the future.
Rogi's journey starts with his nephew Denis, as he
guides his strong metapsychic abilities. The young
man's irresponsible father certainly isn't interested,
focusing instead on his volatile son Victor. Yet
Victor's own emerging powers make him
increasingly dangerous.
Tor UK • P/B (B) • Fantasy

$19.99

Fisher Lass, The
Dickinson, Margaret
Flame-haired Jeannie Buchanan has spent all her
life in the shadow of the dark North Sea. Working
with freezing fingers to gut the precious herring, she
follows the fleet south, travelling far away from her
Scottish home.
When her beloved father's trawler goes missing,
Jeannie must face up to life on her own. But her
fiery temper and fierce independence attract
powerful and devious enemies. By standing up to
the Hayes-Gorton family, she could be threatening
the future of those she cares for most. By denying a
man prepared to sacrifice all his privileges for a
chance to offer his devotion, she could be facing
years of unhappiness.

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447225409

$14.99

River Folk, The
Dickinson, Margaret
For twelve-year-old Mary Ann Clark life has always
been tough. The pretty daughter of a wife-beating
drunk, it is no surprise that she has grown up afraid
of her own shadow. That is until 'Battling Bessie
Ruddick' takes the young girl under her wing and
into the heart of her bustling family.
Growing into an attractive young woman, Mary Ann
yearns to be loved and when her affection for
Bessie's son, Dan, is finally returned and she
becomes a skipper's wife. But the arduous life
aboard ship is clearly not for her and only the arrival
of a daughter, Lizzie, seems to hold the marriage
together. Yet, tragically, the family is torn apart when
Mary Ann is seduced by the promise of a happier life

Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

9781447225416

Work on the farm is hard, but believing herself truly
loved for the first time in her young life by the
farmer's son, Michael, even the animosity of the
housekeeper Mrs Trowbridge cannot mar Maddie's
newfound happiness.
1947 brings harsh winter, sweeping devastation
over the farm and threatening the Brackenburys'
livelihood. All seems lost, until Maddie has an idea
that might save them all from poverty. But then she
discovers she is pregnant . . .
Pan • P/B (B) • Modern & Contemporary Fiction

Intervention
May, Julian

9780230767676

Abandoned outside an orphanage as a newborn
baby, spirited Maddie March has had to fight her
way through life. So when she finds a home at Few
Farm with Frank Brackenbury and his household,
she welcomes the chance for a fresh start.

$14.99

9781447225423

$14.99

